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Two Equations

•Standard wimp capture rates of dark matter in 
stars:

•Annihilation rate of dark matter in stars:

CDM ∝ ρDM σDM−N
v2esc
v∞

M� ∼ 1022 s−1

CANN =
1

2
CDM (Equilibrated)
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A Self-Interaction 
Changes The Picture

Standard Dark Matter Model, 
flux ≈ CC/2

ARZ , Phys. Rev. D, 2009
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FIG. 1: The evolution of the annihilation rate of dark mat-
ter particles captured within the sun as a function of time.
The solid lines shows evolution to the steady-state solution of
Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) in the absence of significant dark matter
self interactions. The dashed lines show evolution to the new
equilibrium in a model in which self-interactions are impor-
tant and Cs = 5

!
CcCa. Time is shown in units of the stan-

dard equilibration timescale !eq = 1/
!

CcCa and the squared
number of captured dark matter particles is shown relative to
the standard equilibrium number Nx,eq =

!

Cc/Ca.

the Sun should be proportional to the cross section for
a dark matter particle to scatter o! of a nucleus (!N)
within the Sun and the local density of dark matter ("x),
Cc ! !N"x. A similar process may operate within the
Earth, whereby captured dark matter particles give rise
to high-energy neutrinos from the Earth’s center and this
signal should also grow in proportion to the product !N"x

[5, 6, 13]. Moreover, signals in direct dark matter search
experiments are proportional to this same product as well
[1]. As a consequence, indirect detection of dark matter
through high-energy neutrinos from the Sun and Earth as
well as direct dark matter search experiments may serve
to check each other and corroborate any detections.

If self-capture is not ignored this picture may be al-
tered. In particular, the general solution to Eq. (1) with
Cs " 0 is

Nx,s =
Cc tanh(t/#)

#!1 # Cs tanh(t/#)/2
(5)

where

# =
1

!

CcCa + C2
s /4

. (6)

The steady-state solution at t $ # is

N self
x,eq =

Cs

2Ca
+

"

C2
s

4C2
a

+
Cc

Ca
. (7)

Clearly, Eq. (7) reduces to Eq. (3) in the case that Cs = 0.
Whether or not self-capture of dark matter particles is
important can be discerned by comparing the timescales
C!1

s and 1/
%

CcCa, and I will pursue this comparison
shortly. Consider the case where C2

s $ CcCa. In this cir-
cumstance, N self

x,eq & Cs/Ca. The annihilation rate within
the sun is then

"a =
1

2
Ca(N

self
x,eq)

2 =
1

2
C2

s /Ca. (8)

The annihilation rate grows in inverse proportion to the
rate coe#cient Ca when self-capture is possible. As I
discuss below, the annihilation rate coe#cient is pro-
portional to the annihilation cross section, so models
with relatively low annihilation cross sections are favored
for an indirect neutrino signal from the Sun when self-
capture is not negligible.

Figure 1 shows two examples of the evolution of the
rate of annihilation of dark matter particles captured
within the Sun as a function of time. If self-capture is
not negligible, the evolution of the total number of cap-
tured dark matter particles may come to be dominated
by the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) and
Nx may grow exponentially for some time. This expo-
nential growth is eventually terminated by annihilations,
so the lower the annihilation cross section, the more ex-
ponential growth of Nx is important and the greater the
relative flux of neutrinos from the Sun may be (provided
the Sun is old enough that the equilibrium solution has
been achieved).

III. THE IMPORTANCE OF DARK MATTER

SELF-CAPTURE

I now present a simple estimate of the parameter val-
ues for which dark matter particle self-capture may be a
non-negligible e!ect. I define the ratio Rs = C2

s /CcCa.
Comparing to Eq. (5) and Eq. (7), self-capture will be
negligible when Rs ' 1 and dominant when Rs $ 1.
The task now is to evaluate each of the rate coe#cients
for a set of parameters describing the interactions of the
dark matter particle.

I show in the Appendix that a simple approximation
for the self-capture rate is

CsNx (
#

3

2
nx!xxvesc(R")

vesc(R")

v̄
Nx)$̂x*

erf(%)

%
, (9)

where nx is the local number density of dark matter par-
ticles in the halo, !xx is the dark matter elastic scat-
tering cross section, vesc(R") is the escape speed from
the surface of the Sun, v̄ is the local three-dimensional
velocity dispersion of dark matter particles in the halo,
)$̂x* & 5.1 is a dimensionless average solar potential ex-
perienced by captured dark matter particles within the
Sun, and %2 = 3(v"/v̄)2/2 is the square of a dimension-
less speed of the Sun through the Galactic halo. Relation

“Self-Interacting” Dark Matter, 
flux ≈ CS2/2Ca

τ∼ 1/√(CCCa)

τ∼ 1/CS

Cs = 5CcCa here
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Relative Flux From 
Self-Captured DM

Muon fluxes in “standard” 
scenario (Blennow et al. 2008), 

~102 /km2/yr “detectable”

ARZ 2009
βMAX = (“interacting” model)

(standard flux)
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Self-Interactions

• Consequence: A self-interaction can lead to an 
observable neutrino flux in Ice Cube, even when 
Direct Detection experiments place bounds on the 
DM-Nucleon cross section that would rule this out 
for a standard WIMP.

See Also:  Koushiappas & Kamionkowski (2009) for similar 
conclusions due to non-trivial dark matter halo structure
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Asymmetric 
Dark Matter

1. Not a thermal relic
2. Does not annihilate because of 

asymmetry between “particles” and 
“antiparticles”:  Accumulates in Stars

3. Relevant to low-mass dark matter (Mx ≲ 
20 GeV)

4. Mass range relevant to DAMA/CoGeNT 
search “hints”
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Stellar 
Structure

The occasional 
interactions of orbiting 
dark matter in stars, 
cools the stellar core.
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Low-Mass Stars 
as DM Labs

1. For stars, M ∝ R: low-mass stars capture as much 
DM per unit mass as the Sun!

2. L ∝ M3.5 : Less energy needs to be moved around 
to dramatically alter the stellar structure

3. Low-mass (≲ 0.1 M⊙) are just hot enough to fuse 
hydrogen and fusion rates are VERY sensitive to 
core temperature.

4. Astronomical observatories are just becoming 
capable of taking a census of low-mass stars!
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Low-Mass Stars

“Stars” are objects in hydrostatic equilibrium in 
which energy is provided by nuclear fusion.

“Brown Dwarfs” are objects insufficiently 
massive to ignite nuclear fusion in their cores - 
they are supported by electron degeneracy at 
temperatures too cool for fusion.
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Evolution
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ADM & Stars
• Viable models of Asymmetric Dark Matter may 
cool the cores of low-mass stars such that they do not 
become stars at all

• Brown dwarfs will cool significantly more quickly 
in such models

• Forthcoming astronomical censuses of very low-
mass stars may aid indirect DM identification efforts, 
stellar evolution may be altered by DM (and perhaps 
other applications...)

See Also:  Iocco et al. (private communication, to be 
submitted) for related results in solar mass stars
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The Current Cosmic 
Energy Budget

Dark Energy
Dark Matter

Normal, 
“Baryonic” 

Matter
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